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Abstract-For reliability assessments of power distribution
systems it has been customary to represent the failure and repair
processes of the components by exponential models. A problem
with this practice is that in many cases it is not checked if
component operating data really fits to exponential models.
Regarding repair times, several references have claimed they are
generally not exponentially distributed but lognormally. For the
case of power system components, a review of the literature
shows this subject is not treated in dept and the most common
information about repair times is given in the form of mean
values i.e. point estimators not probabilistic models. Thus, using
real data, a study on the modeling of repair times for 46 classes
of power distribution components was carried out. The main
results are: 1. Repair times have a very high variability; thus,
results of analysis based only on their mean values should be
used with caution. 2. Only for a half of the studied classes the
exponential model is valid, but in contrast, the log-normal
distribution is valid for all them; this means, if a model for repair
times of power distribution components is to be assumed the
lognormal distribution is the one to be chosen, and, for system
reliability assessments, analysts should consider the Montecarlo
simulation method that is not restricted to exponential modeling.

Index Terms-- Power distribution reliability, reliability
modeling, maintenance.

I. INTRODUCTION

FOR power system reliability assessments, the modeling of
the components is an aspect that deserves especial

attention because:
• The system reliability assessment method to be applied

greatly depends on the kind of modeling used to represent
the components. For example, the cut-set method is based
on exponential models while the Montecarlo simulation
allows the use of any kind of distributions.

• Results of system reliability assessments will be only valid
if the component reliability models are valid
representations of their failure and repair processes.
The basic and most popular reliability model for repairable

components is the two-state "alternating renewal process"
shown in Fig. 1 [1].
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Fig. 1. Two state component reliability model

It is defined by means of the probability distributions of
time to failure (ttf) and time to repair (ttr ).

These distributions must be obtained applying statistical
procedures which estimate the parameters of a given
probabilistic model (Exponential, Gamma, Weibull, etc.) and
verify its fit to component operating data.

However, for reliability assessments of power distribution
systems it has been common to assume these distributions are
exponential, a practice that in part is justified by the following
reasons:

• Most popular methods for system reliability assessments
such us cut-sets [2], [3], analytical simulation [4] and the
Markov process [5] are based on exponential modeling.

• It is very easy to estimate the parameter of the exponential
distribution from operating data for failures and repairs

simply doing ,.i =1/ mean(ttf) and jL =1/ mean(ttr) ,

respectively.
The problem with this assumption is that some facts show

it is not always valid:

• For the failure process of a component, an exponential
model applies only if the component is in its useful life;
for aged components, this model is not valid [6]. And
many power distribution systems have aged components.

• Some references show times to repair are in general not
exponentially distributed but lognormally [5], [7], [8].
As pointed out by R. E. Brown, failures have historically

received the most attention [9]. This is the cause why
information about repair times is generally given in the form
of mean values (mean(ttr) = MTTR = r) i.e. point estimators

not probabilistic models.
Thus, in order to know more about this important subject,

this paper presents a study of repair models for 46 classes of
power distribution components using operating data that at
least covered a period of four years.
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II. DEFINITION OF REPAIR TIME

The definition of repair time [10], [11] depends on where
the failures are located. So, let us considerer the typical
medium-voltage distribution feeder shown in Fig. 2.

DETJUL

Fig. 2. A typical distribution feeder

Failures located down-stream fuse-cut outs are reported to
the utility by customers. The sequence of events when a
failure occurs in this part of the system is (See Fig. 3):
• At a random time If a failure occurs.

• If the failure involves short-circuit, at time lsi' a fuse melts

to clear the failure.
• At time tee' the call of a customer reporting the service

interruption is registered by the utility service center.
• At time toa , the utility service center creates a repair order

and assigns it to a crew. However, at this time, the crew
could be busy repairing other failure.

• At a time tr the crew finishes the repair of a previous

failure and proceeds with the current repair order.
• At a time tsr the crew finishes the repair and service is

restored to customers.
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Fig. 3. Repair time for failures down-stream fuse cut-outs
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Failures located up-stream fuse-cut outs are detected by
protective relays which disconnect a zone of the feeder to
clear the fault and after an intended dead time reconnect to
restore the service. Two cases arise after the reconnection: the
fault is not more present or the fault is still present. The
sequences of events for these cases are shown in Fig. 4 and
Fig. 5, respectively.
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Fig. 4. Repair time for failures up-stream fuse cut-outs and successful
automatic reconnection
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Fig. 5. Repair time for failures up-stream fuse cut-outs and unsuccessful
automatic reconnection

While service interruptions due to failures upstream cut
outs can be momentary (~5 minutes) or permanent (> 5
minutes), service interruptions due to failures downstream cut
outs are permanent [12], [13].

The repair time seen by crews, the utility service center and
customers are different:
• The repair time seen by the crew, called here "internal

repair time", is the period (tsr - tr ). It includes the travel

time to the place where the failure is located, the time to
identify the failed components and the time to take actions
that leads to restore the service.

• The repair time seen by the utility service center, called
here "external repair time", is the period (tsr - tsi ), the time

that officially the customers are without service.
• The repair time seen by customers is the period of service

interruption.
In this paper, the term "repair time" or "time to repair" is

applied to external repair times, the outage times used for the
computation of reliability indices.
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III. REPAIR TIMES FOR COMPONENTS

Although repair times can be studied from a system point
of view [14], [15], the approach here is to associate them to
main components classes.

Power distribution systems have thousands of components
and by this reason it is impractical to build a particular
reliability model for each component. Thus, it has been a
common practice to build a model for each group of similar
components. This means, a single model typifies or can
represent all components in the group. The groups of similar
components are also known as categories or classes. The
procedure to build a repair model is:
1. Define classes: groups of similar components
2. For each class, collect repair times of those failure events

where this kind of component was involved (it failed).
This is, obtain a sample of repair times for each class.

3. Apply the procedure of fitting a distribution to a sample
data. Next section describes this procedure.
A failure can involve more than one component and more

than one kind of component. In this case, the repair time is
assigned to all involved components because, in general, is
very difficult to know which part of the recorded repair time
correspond to each involved component.

IV. PROCEDURE FOR SELECTING APROBABILISTIC MODEL

As a repair time is a random variable, a probabilistic model
should be chosen for it. In short, the procedure for choosing a
probability distribution applied in this study is (See Fig. 4):
1. Review sample data: Units of measurements, outliers,

repeated data, severe events, etc.
2. Independence test: The procedure of maximum likelihood

for parameter estimation and the goodness of fit tests are
developed under the condition of independence on sample
data. Thus, it is very important to check if this condition is
fulfilled [6], [16]. Ref. [17] presents two tests for
independence: the correlation plot and the scatter diagram.
The scatter diagram was applied in this study.

3. Candidate probability models: normal, lognormal,
exponential, Gamma and Weibull distributions were
considered as possible models for repair times.

4. Parameter estimation: For the five distributions
considered, the parameters were estimated applying the
maximum likelihood method. However, graphical methods
or the moments one can also be applied.

5. Goodness of fit test: The goodness of fit test says if a
given probability distribution is a valid model to represent
the random phenomenon under study. Several goodness of
fit test are available, for example, Chi-square test,
Kolmogorov - Smimov test, Anderson Darling test and
graphical methods tests such as the TTT plot. Graphical
tests do not give a confidence level as the other ones and
the decision of the fit resorts on the judgment of the
analyst. In this study the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was
applied [17], [18].
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Fig. 6. Procedure for selecting a probabilistic model

V. RESULTS

This study uses operating data from the power distribution
system in the city of Pereira, Colombia. This data was
collected in several reliability surveys [19]-[26] which
covered most types of distribution components; for some
components more data was added [27]. Data for capacitors,
reclosers, sectionalizers and power transformers was taken
from reliability surveys performed in the city of Bogota,
Colombia [28]-[30]. Instrument transformers of all tension
levels and 33 kV distribution transformers are not presented
because available data was not enough to apply the procedure
of fitting a distribution.

Table I shows studied component classes, period covered
by records, statistical descriptors and the result of fit to
probability distributions considered in this study. The
following nomenclature is used:
X : Number of components in a group
T : Period in years covered by collected data
N : Number of failures reported during period T. It is

equal to the number of repairs
r : Mean repair time.
s: Deviation of repair time.
cv : Coefficient of variation of repair time

( cv = s / r *100% )
NOR: Normal or Gaussian distribution
LOG: Lognormal distribution
EXP : Exponential distribution
WEI: Weibull distribution
GAM : Gamma distribution

As the lognormal model is the only one that fits for all
component classes, tables II and III shows it in detail.
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TABLE I
DATA OF COMPONENTS AND FIT TO DISTRIBUTIONS PROPOSED AS REPAIR MODELS

Notes:
1. In most cases:- X is an estimate because ofchange of COl'ttp:.:tl:!nt populatDl1S with time
2. X for feeders:- secondaly mains and service drops is measured in kilometers
3. Power hansfunners ratings are inthe range 20 MVA to 3J MVA
4. Substation col'ttp:.ne:nts of 33 kV and. 13.2 kV includes outdoor and. indoortypes
5. Data ofmedium voltage distnbution feeders refers to failures upstream cut-outs
6. Capacitor banks latings are in the range 0 b kVA to 4.8 kVA.
7. FU$e cut-outs .are pOlCelain type
8. Surge arresters include SiC (90%) and ZnO (10%) types.
9. Rnral distnbution transfunners in:lude single phase and t1u'ee phase types.
10. Secondaly :mains includes the follov.ring types: fourwire t1u"ee-phase and. t1u"ee wire single-phase
11. Mean length ofUlban and:ru.ral selVice dlops ale 10 meters and 2Smet.efS:- respectively
12 . Ahnost all watt:houl" meters .are electromechanical type.
13. For some categories :it was not possible to classify databy Ulban or :rural
14. For substatDn equipments :tepam include replacement of failed oomponents with an Spale

cu
[%]

Fit to distnbutDnf
NOR LOG E~ vm GAM
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TABLE II
THE LOGNORMAL DISTRIBUTION

fttr(t) 1 *e -(In(t) - ~)2 f2u2
(1)

ta~

E(ttr) a 2
(2)j.J+-

e 2

VAR(ttr) 2 2
e(2j.J + a )[ea -1] (3)

TABLE III
LOGNORMAL MODEL FOR REPAIR TIMES OF POWER DISTRIBUTION COMPONENTS

Component ~ cr

115/13.2 kV power transfonner -0.0549 1.0510
115m kV pow-er transtOnner -0.0007 1.1834
115 kV SF6 circuit breaker -0.5141 1.1516
115 kV disco:rmecto:r 0.7I15 1.1002
13.2 kV SF6 circuit breaker -0.5571 1.1958
13.2 kV vacuum circuit breaker -1.1983 1.2001
13.2 kV oil circuit breaker -0.1749 1.2610
33 kV oil circuit breaker -0.4737 1.4079
33 kV SF6 circuit breaker 0.1553 1.3163
13.2 kV disco:tULector -0.0209 1.0ceO
33 kV disco:rmector 1.3571 1.5179
13.2 kV aerial wban feeder -1.8373 1.3334
13.2 kVunde:rground lJlban feeder -1.6955 1.36)2
13.2 kV aerial1W'al feeder -2.3980 1.7jJ4
33 kV aerial feeder -2.0787 1.4492
13.2 kV wban :recloser 0.4822 1.1211
13.2 kV:rural recloser 0.3930 1.59]7
33 kV wban - :rural :recloser 1.0763 0.9326
13.2 kV wban - :rural sectionalizer 1.0638 1.3356
33 kVwban - :rural secti:.nalizer 1.5449 0.6550
13.2 kV capacitor bank 0.3046 1.6353
33 kV capacitorballk 0.2867 1.1598
13.2 kV wban su:rge a:r:rester 0.2336 1.1417
13.2 kV :rural surge anester 0.9652 1.0445
33 kV :;urge anester 0.4347 0.8319
13.2 kVwban fuse cut-out 0.4253 0.9341
13.2 kV :rural fuse cut-out -2.%80 1.9001
33 kV fUse cut-out 0.5419 0.7964
13.2 kV single phase wban transfOrmer 0.7239 1.0582
13.2 kV tlu-ee phase wban transfonne:r 0.49]3 0.9880
13.2 kV :rural transfo:rme:r 1.1486 0.9746
Aerial wban secondaly main 0.7186 1.06)6
Unde:rground urban secondaly main 0.5TI5 1.0634
Aerial :rural secondaly main 1.0570 1.0555
U!ban single phase service drop 0.6I19 1.1787
U!ban two-phase selVi.ce drop 0.5572 1.1058
U!ban three-phase service drop 0.6083 1.1412
Rmal single phase service drop 0.9TI6 1.0006
Rmal two-phase service drop 0.9242 0.9356
Rural tluee-phase service drop 1.0440 0.9988
U!ban single phase wattluu:r meter 0.6594 1.1271
Uman two-pha5e wa.ttmm- meter 0.4749 1.1228
U!ban three-phase wat1:how- meter 0.5I11 0.9160
Rural single phase wattlDur meter 0.8641 1.1960
:Rural two-phase wattlDw" meter 0.9152 1.2216
Rural three-phase wat1:how- meter p.8234 1.2826
Notes:

1. P a:ramete:rs are cal.culated for t measu:red in hours
2. Confidence level: 95%
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Repair times for all components classes considered in this
study show a very high coefficient of variation; in most
cases it is higher than 100% the standard value of the
exponential model. This high variability is because a repair
time involves aspects like: utility response to create repair
orders, waiting time to serve a repair order, transportation
time of the crews and many different kinds of failures.

2. Due to the very high variability of repair times, results of
analysis based on their mean values should be used with
caution. The analyst should instead use a probability
model.

3. Only for 50% of the 46 classes of power distribution
components included in this study, the exponential
distribution is valid as a repair model, but in contrast, the
log-normal distribution is valid for all them. This means, if
a model for repair times of power distribution components
is to be assumed the lognormal distribution is the one to be
chosen

4. A repair time is the sum of several random variables, so it
could be expected its fit to a Gaussian model because of
the Central Limit Theorem property [31]. However, results
of this study shows, there is fit to a Gaussian model only
for 17.4% of the cases.

5. For power system reliability assessments, analysts should
consider the Montecarlo simulation method [32]-[33] that
is not restricted to exponential modeling and so valid
models obtained by means of statistical procedures can be
applied.
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